
Inspired Gifts Photo Book Collections & Products
Inspired Gifts provides high quality photo books and products to personalize
with  photographs.

INSPIRED GIFTS PHOTO BOOK COLLECTIONS & DESCRIPTIONS
Inspirational Gift Photo Books
Bring vision, healing, love and laughter to your family & friends with this beautiful collection.
Our stunning Inspirational Gift Photo Books celebrate all life's occasions from times of 
celebration to times of healing. In this series, heartwarming quotes are paired with your 
personal photographs of family and friends, creating a meaningful gift for those you love.

Special Occasions Photo Books
Celebrate special occasions, such as weddings, anniversaries and graduation, with a personalized
photo book to last a lifetime.

Family Photo Books
Show your little one all the important people in their life with one of our Family Photo Books.
This collection will make your little one feel loved, cherished and introduce them to your
family values.

Baby Photo Books
Grandparents, parents and siblings can all welcome their newest addition with our precious
Baby Photo Book collection. Display beautiful pictures of your baby’s first moments. All photo
books are filled with heartfelt words to express what your bundle of joy has brought into your
life. A keepsake your family will treasure for a lifetime.

Children Stories Photo Books
Give your child a magical gift with one of our unique children stories. Your little one will
magically become a part of our  unique children stories when you add their picture to our 

whimsical illustrations. See their faces light up as they discover their pictures inside these 
delightful stories!

 



Children Sports Photo Books
Feature your favorite athlete as the star in one of our Children’s Sports Photo Books. Watch
them win the final cup in Soccer Star, hit a home run in Batter Up, or catch their first wave in
Surf ’s Up. This special series even has a place for your adored little dancer in Ballet Princess. 

Children Adventure Photo Books
Join in the fun with one of our Children’s Adventure Photo Books. Take your child on an
overnight camping trip. Discover new sights and sounds at the park and zoo! Your child will
love seeing their picture displayed throughout these fun and exciting stories.

Teen Photo Book Collection
Just for teens! The teen photo book collection celebrates graduation, friends and all of life’s
moments in between.

INSPIRED GIFTS PHOTO PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS

Professional Quality Digital Prints
With the full capabilities and equipment of both a traditional printer and a professional photo
lab, Inspired Gifts offers flexibility in photo printing. We offer a range of sizes from wallet-size
prints to photo enlargements. The online print-ordering system allows you to order a batch of
prints or pick and choose the best print type for each of your images.

Greeting Cards
Add your picture to the front of flat or folded cards to make personalized digital photo greeting
cards for any occasion. Greeting cards are printed on your choice of deckle edged, linen, lustre,
or pearl card stock. Both flat and folded greeting cards are available in the following sizes:
4.25x5.5 and 5x7 (all measurements in inches).

Professional Greeting Cards
Don’t just add one photo to your photo greeting card; add several photos. These flat or folded
custom greeting cards give you layout flexibility beyond our standard photo greeting card. Place
photos on all panels: inside, outside, front or back. Both flat and folded professional cards are
available in the following sizes: 4.25x5.5 and 5x7 (all measurements in inches).



Metallic Greeting Cards
These striking cards are on photographic pearlescent metallic paper. Metallic images have a
reflective sheen and crispness. Pearlescent metallic paper resists tears. Metallic cards are
available as a flat single-sided 5x7 card. Contemporary black envelopes included. 

Accordion Cards
Expandable photo greeting cards with text and photo spots on fronts and backs of four panels.
Accordion cards are printed on premium linen card stock, lustre card stock or card stock with a
deckle edge and have matching envelopes.

Memory Photo Books
Press-printed memory books with hard, soft or photo covers. Pages are printed on glossy 100
lb. stock to which an additional high-gloss coating can be added. All hard covers and photo
covers have reinforced perfect bindings. Matte soft covers have 1.2 mil lamination for
durability. Photo cover jackets are also available. Currently available in the following 
sizes: 6x4, 8x8, 9x6, 8x12, 12x8, 10x10 and 12x12 (all measurements in inches).

Leather Photo Books
Genuine leather covers offer the rich look, texture and scent that only accompany top-quality
leather, making these fine albums a pleasure to handle as well as to view. Leather photo books
are available in the following sizes: 6x4, 8x8, 9x6, 8x12, 12x8, 10x10 and 12x12
(all measurements in inches).

Deckle Edge Photo Books
These high-end press books have felt-finish watercolor pages with deckle edges. Each album is
bound into a double-reinforced binding. Available with genuine leather covers, a matte-
laminated satin photo cover and six colors of leatherette. Each book has satin cover linings, a
page-marker ribbon and an ornamental spine headband. An environmentally friendlier photo
book with pages made from post-consumer recycled material.



Lay Flat Photo Books
Lay flat books open wide without damage to the hinged binding.   We call these our panorama
books because you can stretch a photo across pages yet avoid losing details in the seam. Display
your pictures in this unique coffee table book. Lay Flat Books are available in the following
sizes: 5x5, 8x8 and 10x10 (all measurements in inches).

Proof Books
Create instant photo albums and press-printed proof books. Simply upload photos and activate
the auto-fill feature to fill a book with images. For convenient reference, pages have file names
printed below images, and each page contains a text area for a studio name or additional
details. Two book sizes are available with as many as 12 images per page printed on 80 lb.
gloss stock. Our most economical photo book, this is a popular choice as a proof book for 
professional photographers. Proof books are available in the following sizes: 8x8 and 8x12
(all measurements in inches). 

Guest Books
Not just for weddings, these high-end guest books are suitable for reception tables at
graduations, bar mitzvah celebrations, quinceanera parties and open houses. Lined registry

pages are printed on matte paper and available in several formats to accommodate guest
signatures, contact information and comments.

Notebooks
Personalized spiral-bound photo notebooks convenient for students or anyone who needs to
organize shopping lists, addresses, appointments and more. Medium and large sizes come 
complete with lined paper and numerous cover designs.  Mini Notebooks come with a chain
loop that lets you attach them to purses, totes or backpacks. Notebooks are available in the 
following sizes: 2.5x3.5, 5.5x8.5, 8.5x11 (all measurements in inches).

Journals
Customized journals capture your thoughts side-by-side your favorite photos. Relive the trip of
a lifetime, sketch favorite places or log progress toward goals with personalized journals.
Journals are available in the following sizes: 6x9 and 8x12 (all measurements in inches).



Calendars
Fill the year with your photos and custom event reminders. Calendars can start on the month
of your choice. Spiral-bound photo calendars cover 12 months or 18 months and are printed
on ink-absorbent paper that resists smudging. Custom calendars are available in two sizes:
6x4.4 and 11x8 (all measurements in inches).

Day Planners
Spiral-bound day planners feature one week per page among 13, 27 or 54 images. Custom text
reminders can be added to specific dates. Day planners printed on ink-absorbent paper for easy
writing. Planners are available in the following sizes: 4.4x6 and 8x11
(all measurements in inches).

Digital Canvas Wraps
Create heirlooms with canvas prints from photos. Anyone can make portraits resembling a
painting with canvas photo printing. We print your digital picture on canvas and wrap it

around a box frame to make it stand out from the wall. Frame edges are 1.5 inches thick and
eliminate the need for additional framing. A hanging wire is attached. Canvas wraps are 
available in the following sizes: 8x8, 8x10, 10x10, 12x12, 12x16, 12x20, 12x24, 16x16, 16x20,
20x20, 20x24 and 24x24 (all measurements in inches).

Paneled Pop Art
Turn a photograph to pop art like the serial images in Andy Warhol screen printing. Digital,
metallic prints repeat a single image in varied color schemes. Mounted on a deep box mount
with metallic edges.

Wall Banners
Catch someone's attention with printable banners stretching as long as 5 feet. We offer banner
printing in three sizes: 12x30, 16x40, 24x60 (all measurements in inches).



Vinyl Wall Murals
Waterproof & fade resistant vinyl wall murals work for outdoor display or indoors as photo
wall murals. Vinyl wall graphics are ideal for business promotion or as giant party decorations.
Each wall mural has 12 metal-edged grommet holes for hanging and are available in the
following size: 4ft x 6ft. 

Signature Boards
Smudge-resistant photo signature boards mounted on Gatorfoam in occasion-specific designs.
A contemporary alternative or companion to the traditional guest book, the signature board is
popular at weddings and is a prime choice for baby showers, engagement parties, anniversary 

celebrations, birthdays, graduations and retirements.

Custom Dry Erase Boards
Custom dry erase boards sized perfectly for lockers or dorm room doors. All boards come with
an erasable marker that sticks to the board with Velcro tabs. Currently available in one size:
8x18 (measurement in inches).

Photo Wall Strips
Laminated, photographic wall strips featuring a dozen image openings within themed designs.
Assemble a full lineup of a dozen shots to tell a story or document progress. Available in the
following sizes: 2.5x30 and 4.6x56 (all measurements in inches). 

Bookmarks
Lustre-laminated photo bookmarks. Add a personal touch to a gift of books with 
a photographic bookmark. Bookmarks sold in sets of two. Bookmarks are available in the
following size: 3x7 (measurement in inches).

Playing Cards
Personalized playing cards sold by the deck and packaged in a plastic display case. Send us your
favorite photo, and we’ll print out 52 standard cards plus jokers with your images. Jokers can
be customized with a company name. Laminated playing cards have a high-gloss finish.


